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Abstract

Several parallel architectures such as GPUs and the Cell processor have fast explicitly managed on-chip

memories, in addition to slow off-chip memory. They also have very high computational power with multiple

levels of parallelism. A significant challenge in programming these architectures is to effectively exploit the

parallelism available in the architecture and manage the fast memories to maximize performance.

In this paper we develop an approach to effective automatic data management for on-chip memories, includ-

ing creation of buffers in on-chip (local) memories for holding portions of data accessed in a computational

block, automatic determination of array access functions of local buffer references, and generation of code that

moves data between slow off-chip memory and fast local memories. We also address the problem of mapping

computation in regular programs to multi-level parallel architectures using a multi-level tiling approach, and

study the impact of on-chip memory availability on the selection of tile sizes at various levels. Experimental

results on a GPU demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Modern high-performance computer architectures have increasing numbers of processing elements on chip.

Architects must ensure that memory bandwidth and latency are also optimized to exploit the full benefits of

the available computational resources. Introducing a cache hierarchy has been the traditional way to alleviate

the memory bottleneck. Caches are hardware-controlled, and it is difficult to model their exact behavior and to

predict program execution times. While using caches, useful data may be evicted from the cache and replaced

with other data without the programmer’s control. Due to this and other reasons concerning performance

and power, various modern parallel architectures have fast explicitly managed on-chip (local) memories,

often referred to as scratchpad memories, in addition to slower off-chip (global) memory in the system. The

scratchpad memories are software-managed and hence software has complete control over the movement of

data into and out of such memories. The execution times of programs using scratchpad memories can be more

accurately predicted and controlled. Scratchpad memories help to minimize memory load/store latency and

maximize on-chip bandwidth by providing more paths without any issues about coherency.

Numerous challenges arise for a compiler writer provided with an architecture with explicitly managed

memories. The compiler has to make good decisions on what elements to move in and move out of local

memory, when to move them, and how to efficiently access the elements brought into local memory, while

ensuring program correctness. Programmers using architectures with scratchpad memories shoulder the burden

of orchestrating the movement of data between global and local memory.

Another significant problem to be addressed in modern high-performance multi-level parallel architectures

is the exploitation of available parallelism. Parallelization of arbitrary regular programs in these architectures is

challenging as the architecture imposes a number of constraints that have to be addressed in order to effectively

map the computation onto the parallel units of the architecture. The computation mapping should utilize the

benefits of local memories and hence the mapping is constrained by the amount of local memory available.

In this paper we develop approaches to address the challenges of effective automatic data management in

scratchpad memories and of effective mapping of computation in regular programs to architectures with multiple

levels of parallelism. To address the first problem, we develop a framework that automatically creates buffers

in local memory for storing portions of data that are accessed in a block of computation, and determines array

access functions for local buffer references. The framework also automatically generates code to move data

between local memory and global memory. To address the second problem, we perform multi-level tiling to

distribute computation on multiple levels of parallel units in the architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the polyhedral model for representing

programs and transformations. Section 3 presents the framework to perform automatic data allocation and code

generation for data movement in scratchpad memories. Section 4 describes the multi-level tiling approach for

computation mapping on multi-level parallel architectures. Section 5 gives an overview of the GPU architecture

that is used as a testbed for the experiments presented in Section 6. We discuss related work in Section 7 and

conclude in Section 8.

2. Overview of Polyhedral Model

This section provides some background information on the polytope/polyhedral model, a powerful algebraic

framework for representing programs and transformations [29, 33]. The polyhedral model is used by our



framework to perform automatic allocation and data movement in scratchpad memories (discussed in detail

in Section 3).

A hyperplane is an n − 1 dimensional affine subspace of an n-dimensional space; a hyperplane can be

represented by an affine equality. A halfspace consists of all points of an n-dimensional space that lie on one

side of a hyperplane (including the hyperplane); it can be represented by an affine inequality. A polyhedron is

the intersection of finitely many halfspaces. A polytope is a bounded polyhedron. A polytope is represented as

Mx+b ≥~0

where x is a vector of variables, b is a constant vector, and M is a matrix in which every row describes a

hyperplane that bounds the polytope.

In the polyhedral model, a statement s surrounded by m loops is represented by an m-dimensional polytope,

referred to as an iteration space polytope. The coordinates of a point in the polytope (referred to as the iteration

vector ~is) correspond to the values of the loop indices of the surrounding loops, starting from the outermost

one. In this work, we focus on regular programs where loop bounds are affine functions of outer loop indices

and global parameters (e.g., problem sizes) and similarly, array access functions are also affine functions of

loop indices and global parameters. Hence the iteration space polytope Is can be defined by a system of affine

inequalities derived from the bounds of the loops surrounding s. Using matrix representation in homogeneous

form to express systems of affine inequalities, the iteration space polytope can be represented as

Is.







~is
~p

1






≥~0

where Is is a matrix representing loop bound constraints and ~p is a vector of global parameters. Each point of

the polytope corresponds to an instance of statement s in program execution.

Affine array access functions can also be represented using matrices. If a[Fras(~is)] is the rth reference to an

array a in statement s with a corresponding iteration vector ~is, then

Fras(~is) = Fras.
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where Fras is a matrix representing an affine mapping from the iteration space of statement s to the data space

of array a. Each row in the matrix defines a mapping corresponding to a dimension of the data space. Hence

the image of an iteration space polytope Is by an affine access function Fras defines the set of elements accessed

by the affine reference, i.e., the data space accessed by the affine reference. In the subsequent discussion, we

denote the image of Is by Fras as FrasIs.

There has been a significant body of work on dependence analysis in the polyhedral model [15, 34, 39].

We now discuss briefly the representation of dependences in the polyhedral model. An instance of statement

s (denoted by iteration vector ~is) depends on an instance of statement t (denoted by iteration vector ~it) if ~is
and ~it are valid points in the corresponding iteration space polytopes, they access the same memory location,



and ~is is executed before~it . Since array accesses are assumed to be affine functions of loop indices and global

parameters, the constraint that defines conflicting accesses of memory locations can be represented by an affine

equality (obtained by equating the array access functions in source and target statement instances). Hence all

constraints to capture a dependence can be represented as a system of affine inequalities with a corresponding

polyhedron (referred to as a dependence polyhedron).

The technique of employing the polyhedral model to find (affine) program transformations has been widely

used for improvement of sequential programs (source-to-source transformation) [16, 17] as well as automatic

parallelization of programs [28, 21, 18, 11]. An affine transform of a statement s is defined as an affine mapping

that maps an instance of s in the original program to an instance in the transformed program. The affine mapping

function of a statement s is

φs(~is) = Cs.
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When Cs is a row vector, the affine mapping φs is a one-dimensional mapping. An m-dimensional mapping can

be represented as a combination of m (linearly independent) one-dimensional mappings, in which case Cs is a

matrix with m rows.

3. Automatic Data Management in Scratchpad Memories

In this section we discuss in detail the proposed framework (based on the polyhedral model discussed in

Section 2) for effective automatic data management in scratchpad memories. We discuss three different aspects

of the framework: (1) automatic allocation of storage space (in the form of arrays) in scratchpad memories for

holding portions of data accessed in a block of a program, (2) determination of access functions of references

to arrays in scratchpad memories, and (3) automatic generation of code for moving data between scratchpad

(local) memory and off-chip (global) memory. The local memory storage allocation is done independently of

whether the access functions of various array references are uniformly generated or non-uniformly generated.

We create local memory storage for each non-overlapping region of the data space of an array that is accessed

in a program block. By default, data is moved in to local memory at the start of the block and moved out after

the completion of the block. Data dependences are not violated because of the framework’s automatic storage

allocation and data movement.

In modern parallel architectures such as the Cell processor, any data that is accessed in a computation

has to be moved into scratchpad memory before access, as data cannot be accessed from global memory

during computation. But in architectures such as GPUs, data can be accessed from both global memory and

scratchpad memory during computation. For such architectures, the framework optimally moves only data that

have sufficient reuse.

3.1 Details of the Framework

The framework takes as input the iteration spaces of all statements in a program block as well as the access

functions of all array references. The procedure explained below is applied to all arrays (one at a time) in the

block.

For an array A, let S1,S2, . . . ,Sq be the statements in the given program block containing references to A, and

let Ik represent the iteration space of statement Sk (1 ≤ k ≤ q). Let F1
k ,F2

k , . . . ,F p
k be the matrices representing



Algorithm 1 Reuse benefit calculation algorithm

Input Set of data spaces (D), Number of references in D (Nref ), Iteration space dimensionality of each reference
(ISi,1 ≤ i ≤ Nref ), Rank of affine function of each reference (Ri,1 ≤ i ≤ Nref )

1: for i=1 to Nref do
2: if Ri < ISi then
3: Mark yes
4: end if
5: end for
6: if Not Marked yes then
7: if Volume(overlapped regions in D) > δ× Volume(D) then
8: Mark yes
9: end if

10: end if
Output Yes, if beneficial reuse, No, otherwise

the affine read reference functions of A in statement Sk, and let Gk be the matrix representing the affine write

reference function of A (if there is a write reference of A in Sk).

As discussed in Section 2, the data space accessed by a reference (represented by an access function matrix

F) in a statement represented by an iteration space I is given by FI . Hence the set of all data spaces accessed

by all read references of A in all statements in the program block is

DS A
r = {F l

k Ik | 1 ≤ l ≤ p ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ q}

Similarly, the set of all data spaces accessed by all write references of A in the block is

DS A
w = {GkIk | 1 ≤ k ≤ q}

The set of all data spaces accessed by all references of A in the block is

DS A
rw = DS A

r ∪DS A
w

We partition the set of all data spaces DS A
rw into maximal disjoint sets DS A

rwd1
,DS A

rwd2
, . . . ,DS A

rwdm
such

that each partition has a subset of data spaces each of which is non-overlapping with any data space in other

partitions, i.e.,

∀d ∈ DS A
rwdi

,∀e ∈ DS A
rwd j

s.t. 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m∧ j 6= i : d ∩ e = /0

The problem of partitioning is solved by mapping it to an equivalent problem of finding connected components

of an undirected graph. The undirected graph is created with vertices representing each data space in the set

DS A
rw; an edge exists between two vertices if the intersection of the data spaces corresponding to the vertices is

not empty.

The convex union or the minimum convex polytope that encloses all data spaces in a partition DS A
rwdi

is

C DS A
rwdi

= ConvexHull(DS A
rwdi

)



3.1.1 Determining Local Memory Storage

We now describe the procedure that automatically allocates storage in local memory for portions of array A that

are accessed in the given program block. We generate one local memory array for each partition DS A
rwdi

.

Algorithm 1 explains a procedure to determine if a partition of data spaces has sufficient reuse in a program

block. When the rank of the access matrix of an array reference is less than the iteration space dimensionality

of the statement in which it is accessed, the data elements of the array accessed in the reference are said to have

an order of magnitude (or non-constant) reuse. Thus, the condition for non-constant reuse of a data space of an

array a accessed in a reference Fras(~is) is

rank(Fras) < dim(~is) (1)

If a given partition of data spaces has at least one reference whose accessed data space has non-constant reuse

(i.e., it satisfies Condition (1)), then the partition is marked as beneficial to be copied to scratchpad memory.

Otherwise we check if the data spaces in the partition have significant constant reuse. Constant reuse in the set

is estimated by considering each pair of data spaces, determining the volume of their intersection, and summing

up these volumes. If the sum of the volumes constitutes a significant portion, determined by a fraction δ, of the

total volume of the set of all data spaces, then the partition is marked as beneficial. We have empirically fixed a

value of 30% for δ.

The procedure explained below is applied to each partition of data spaces DS A
rwdi

to determine local memory

storage space for the partition. For architectures such as GPUs, only those partitions that are marked as beneficial

by Algorithm 1 are considered. The overall approach is summarized in Algorithm 2.

For each partition of data spaces DS A
rwdi

we consider the corresponding convex hull C DS A
rwdi

and find

the lower and upper bounds of each dimension of this convex hull. The bounds are determined in the form

of an affine function of parameters of the program block, using the Parametric Integer Programming (PIP)

software [14]. These bounds determine the size of the local memory array created for the partition. Let the

dimensionality of the convex hull be n. Let i1, i2, . . . , in represent the variables denoting each dimension of

the convex hull and let lbk and ubk be the lower and upper bounds of dimension variable ik. Local memory

storage created for a partition of accessed data spaces of array A is an array of dimension n with size

(ub1 − lb1 + 1)× (ub2 − lb2 + 1)× ·· ·× (ubn − lbn + 1). The order of array dimensions of the local memory

array follow that of the global memory array.

3.1.2 Determining Access Functions of Local Memory Array References

For each reference to the original array A in the given program block, we find the corresponding access function

for the local memory array reference. The dimensionality (say m) of the original global memory array A might be

greater than the dimensionality (say n) of the local memory array created for a partition of accessed data spaces

of A. We use CLooG [10], an efficient code generator tool, to find the bound expressions of each dimension

of the convex hull of the partition of accessed data spaces. The bound expressions generated from CLooG are

represented as a loop structure with n nested loops. The dimensions of the original data space that do not appear

in the convex union polytope (convex hull) are represented as affine functions of dimensions that appear in the

polytope, and program parameters, in their respective positions within the loop structure.



Algorithm 2 Automatic data allocation algorithm

Input Iteration space polyhedra, Affine array access functions
1: for each array A do
2: for each reference of the array do
3: Find the data space accessed by the reference
4: end for
5: Partition the set of all data spaces into maximal disjoint sets such that each partition has a subset of data

spaces each of which is non-overlapping with any data space in other partitions
6: for each partition of data spaces do
7: Find the convex union of data spaces in the partition
8: Find the lower and upper bounds of each dimension of the convex union, as an affine function of

program parameters. Let the number of dimensions be n. Let the dimension variables be i1, i2, . . . , in.
Let lbk and ubk be the lower and upper bounds of the dimension variable ik.

9: Define the local storage for a partition of accessed data spaces of array A as an array of dimension n
and size (ub1 − lb1 +1)× (ub2 − lb2 +1)×·· ·× (ubn − lbn +1)

10: end for
11: end for
Output Local memory storage for each non-overlapping accessed region of original arrays

For any array access F (~y), each row of the access function matrix F represents the array subscript of a

dimension in the original data space. Let F ′ be the matrix that is derived from F by removing the rows (if any)

corresponding to the dimensions in the original array that do not appear in the local memory array. (Note that

F ′ = F when m = n).

For any reference A[F (~y)] in the original program block, the corresponding local memory array access

function is

F ′(~y)−g, where g = (lb1, lb2, . . . , lbn)
T

3.1.3 Generating Data Movement Code

This subsection describes the procedure to generate code for data movement. This procedure is applied to each

partition of data spaces DS A
rwdi

for which a local memory array is created.

From DS A
rwdi

, we select the data spaces that are accessed by read references. We generate the loop structure

of the code that moves data from global memory to local memory by scanning the selected data spaces using

CLooG. Similarly, from DS A
rwdi

, we select the data spaces that are accessed by write references and use CLooG

to generate the loop structure of the code that moves data from local memory to global memory by scanning

the selected data spaces. CLooG scans the data spaces in an efficient way such that the generated loop structure

leads to single load/store of each data element that is read/written even if the accessed data spaces of references

are overlapping.

Having generated the loop structures, the loop body of the data move in and move out code is generated as

follows. Let the dimensionality of the original array and the local memory array be m and n, respectively. Let H

be a m×n matrix derived from an n×n identity matrix Idn by adding a row (in the respective position) for each

of the m−n dimensions that do not appear in the convex union polytope C DS A
rwdi

. The added row represents the

corresponding dimension as affine function of dimensions that appear in the polytope, and program parameters.



(Note that H = Idn when m = n). Let ~y be the iteration vector of the loop structure of data move in (and data

move out) code.

The loop body of the data move in code for each local array Li created for A is

Li[Idn.~y−g] = A[H.~y]

and the loop body of the data move out code is

A[H.~y] = Li[Idn.~y−g]

where g = (lb1, lb2, . . . , lbn)
T

To estimate an upper bound on the volume of data moved in to the local memory array created for DS A
rwdi

, we

partition the set of data spaces in DS A
rwdi

, that are accessed by read references, into maximal non-overlapping

subsets of data spaces (as explained earlier in the section), and find the space required in the local memory array

for each such partition (using the procedure explained in Algorithm 2). The upper bound on the volume of data

moved in to the local array is given by the total space needed in the local array for all such partitions. Similarly,

we estimate the upper bound on the volume of data moved out of the local memory array by finding the total

space needed for all non-overlapping partitions of data spaces in DS A
rwdi

, that are accessed by write references.

We use the Polylib [32] tool to perform operations over polytopes, such as finding the image of iteration

space polytopes formed by affine functions, finding the union of data spaces, and finding the convex union of

data spaces.

Figure 1 shows an example that illustrates automatic data allocation in local memory storage and code

generation for data movement.

3.1.4 Optimizing Data Movement

All data that are accessed by read references in a program block need not be moved in to scratchpad memory;

similarly, all data that are accessed by write references need not be written out from scratchpad memory. Only

those data elements that are read by statement instances in the block but whose values are written by earlier

statement instances outside the block, need to be moved in. Of course, data elements corresponding to an input

array (array that is only read in the program but not written) also need to be brought in. Similarly, data elements

that are written by statement instances in the block but not read by any statement instance outside the block

need not be copied out to global memory from scratchpad memory, unless the data elements belong to an output

array (array that is only written in the program but not read).

The optimal strategy for determining data elements that need to be copied in and copied out requires data

dependence information. We are given the iteration spaces of all statements in a program block and the set

of all dependence polyhedra. For each true dependence (defined by a polyhedron), we identify each statement

instance in the block that is a target of the dependence but whose corresponding source statement instance does

not belong to the block. The data accessed due to the array read references involved in true dependences in the

set of all identified statement instances constitute the data that needs to be copied into local memory (in addition

to data belonging to input arrays accessed in the block) for the computation in the block. Similarly, for each

true dependence, we identify each statement instance in the block that is a source of the dependence but whose



Original Code:

A[200][200]; B[200][200];

for ( i=10;i<=14;i++) {
for ( j=10;j<=14;j++) {

A[i ][ j+1] = A[i+j ][ j+1]∗3;
for (k=11;k<=20;k++) {

B[i ][ j+k] = A[i ][k] + B[i+j ][k ];
}

}
}

Modified Code:

LA[19][10]; LB[19][24];

for ( i=10;i<=14;i++) {
for ( j=10;j<=14;j++) {

LA[i−10][j+1−11] = LA[i+j−10][j+1−11]∗3;
for (k=11;k<=20;k++) {

LB[i−10][j+k−11] = LA[i−10][k−11] + LB[i+j−10][k−11];
}

}
}

/∗ Array A∗/
/∗ Local Memory Storage

lb ( i ) = 10; ub(i ) = 28
lb ( j ) = 11; ub(j ) = 20
offset ( i ) = 10; offset ( j ) = 11;

∗/
LA[19][10];

/∗ Data Move in code ∗/
for ( i=10;i<=14;i++) {

for ( j=11;j<=20;j++)
LA[i−10][j−11] = A[i][ j ] ;

}
for ( i=20;i<=28;i++) {

for ( j=max(i−13,11);j<=min(15,i−9);j++)
LA[i−10][j−11] = A[i][ j ] ;

}

/∗ Data Move out code ∗/
for ( i=10;i<=14;i++) {

for ( j=11;j<=15;j++)
A[i ][ j ] = LA[i−10][j−11];

}

/∗ Array B∗/
/∗ Local Memory Storage

lb ( i ) = 10; ub(i ) = 28
lb ( j ) = 11; ub(j ) = 34
offset ( i ) = 10; offset ( j ) = 11;

∗/
LB[19][24];

/∗ Data Move in code ∗/
for ( i=20;i<=28;i++) {

for ( j=11;j<=20;j++)
LB[i−10][j−11] = B[i][ j ];

}

/∗ Data Move out code ∗/
for ( i=10;i<=14;i++) {

for ( j=21;j<=34;j++)
B[i ][ j ] = LB[i−10][j−11];

}

Figure 1. Example of data allocation and movement.

corresponding target statement instance does not belong to the block. The data accessed due to the array write

references involved in true dependences in the set of all identified statement instances constitute the data that

needs to be copied out from local memory (in addition to data belonging to output arrays written in the block)

after the computation in the block.

The current implementation of the framework takes iteration spaces of statements and affine array access

functions of references as input, and creates local memory arrays and data movement code. In future work we

plan to implement the optimization outlined above, based on data dependence information.



4. Tiling for Multiple Levels of Parallelism

In this section we present in detail the approach of mapping computation in an affine program to different levels

of parallel units in a multi-level parallel architecture that has explicitly managed on-chip memories. We use a

multi-level tiling approach that addresses the constraints imposed on tile sizes by the availability of on-chip

memory.

4.1 Details of the Approach

The architecture we consider for further explanation has the following components: (1) a slow global memory,

(2) a set of parallel units at an outer level that communicate with each other through the global memory space,

(3) a set of parallel units within each outer-level parallel unit, and (4) a local fast explicitly managed scratchpad

memory within each outer-level parallel unit shared by the inner-level parallel units. The number of software

parallel processes or threads executed in the system can be higher than the number of parallel processors in the

hardware. Each outer-level parallel process can be thought of as logical grouping of a set of inner-level parallel

processes. When more than one process is launched on an outer-level parallel unit, these processes divide the

scratchpad memory among themselves. In this case, the inner-level processes that are part of one outer-level

process have available to them only a portion of the local scratchpad memory of the outer-level unit; these

inner-level processes share this portion among themselves.

Given any input program, the first step is to find the parallelism available in the computation. Our approach

uses the framework developed by Bondhugula et al. [7] for this purpose. Given any affine input program, the

framework finds an optimal set of affine transformations (or, equivalently, tiling hyperplanes) for each statement

to minimize the volume of communication between tiles and also to improve data reuse in each tile. The

framework finds bands of permutable loops that can be tiled and also identifies points in execution where

synchronization is required. A band can have a single sequential loop, or it can have multiple loops found in the

increasing order of communication volume induced due to the loop. In our approach, we consider the outermost

band that has multiple permutable loops, and treat the communication-free loops in the band, if any, as space

loops. If there are no communication-free loops in the outermost band, we treat all but the last loop as space

loops, in order to achieve pipeline parallelism. Having identified the bands of permutable loops and the space

and time loops, we proceed to perform multi-level tiling of the space loops to distribute the available parallelism

across the various levels of parallel units in the system. By default, we do as many levels of tiling as the number

of levels of parallel units. But due to constraints imposed by memory availability at different levels (as explained

later), we perform additional levels of tiling when needed. For these additional levels of tiling, which are done

within tiles that are distributed across parallel processes, we tile all permutable loops.

In the two-level parallel architecture considered, for programs that require synchronization across outer-level

parallel processes, all processes involved in synchronization need to be launched and active on the outer-level

hardware parallel processors. In such cases, for a specific total number of outer-level parallel processes that

are launched on the same outer-level processor, there is an upper limit on the amount of local memory that is

available to each process. This limit is given by the total capacity of local memory in the processor, divided by

the number of processes assigned to this processor. However, for programs that do not require synchronization

across outer-level parallel processes, all these processes need not be active at the same time on the outer-level

hardware parallel processors. This allows some of them to be launched after the completion of others, which



FORALL i = 1, Ni
FORALL j = 1, Nj

FOR k = 1, WS
FOR l = 1, WS

S1
END FOR

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR

Figure 2. Example of Multi-level Tiling - Original Code

could increase the amount of available local memory per process. In such cases, the upper limit on the amount

of local memory that is available to each process, that is launched on an outer-level processor, is ideally the total

capacity of local memory in the processor.

The procedure to perform multi-level tiling for the two-level parallel architecture considered, is as follows.

We fix the number of parallel processes at outer and inner levels to be a multiple of the number of physical

parallel processors at the level. We first perform an outer level of tiling of the space loops that equally distributes

tiles across outer-level parallel processes. If the tile in an outer-level process is large enough such that it requires

more local memory than the available amount, it becomes necessary to introduce one more level of tiling,

in order to limit the amount of needed local memory. In this case we split the tile in an outer-level parallel

process into sub-tiles (that are executed sequentially within the outer-level tile) such that each sub-tile requires

an amount of local memory that is no higher than the fixed upper limit. We find an optimal set of tile sizes

that defines an atomic unit of computation in an outer-level tile under the constraint of limited local memory

availability, using the algorithm described in Section 4.3. Once the outer level tiling is done, we perform an

inner level of tiling of the space loops that equally distributes the iterations of an atomic unit of computation

executed in an outer-level parallel process among the inner-level parallel processes.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate an example in which multiple levels of tiling are done to exploit various levels

of parallelism available in the system.

4.2 Optimal Placement of Data Movement Code

With the tiling hyperplanes (that determine the shape of a tile executed atomically in an outer-level parallel

process) known, the iteration spaces of statements in a tile, parameterized by tile sizes, are determined. The

iteration spaces of statements in a tile, along with the affine array access functions for each reference in the tile

are given as input to the framework described in Section 3 to determine the local memory storage needed for

data accessed in the tile (as a function of tile sizes) and to generate code to move data between local memory and

global memory. By default, code to move data in to local memory allocated for a tile is placed in the program

structure at the beginning of execution of the tile (computational block) and code to move modified data out

to global memory is placed at the end of execution of the tile. The tiling loops form a loop nest over the data

movement code and tile code.

When an array access function does not depend on a loop iterator in the iteration space, then the loop is a

redundant loop for the reference. If all references of a local memory array have one or more common redundant

loops in the loop nest of tiling loops, then the data movement code of the array is hoisted and placed at a level in



// Tiling to distribute at the outer level
FORALL iT = 1, Ni, Ti

FORALL jT = 1, Nj, Tj
// Tiling to satisfy local memory limit
FOR i’ = iT, min(iT+Ti−1,Ni), ti ’

FOR j’ = jT, min(jT+Tj−1,Nj), tj ’
FOR k’ = 1, WS, tk’

FOR l’= 1, WS, tl ’
<Data move in Code>
// Tiling to distribute at the inner level
FORALL it = i’, min(i’+ ti ’−1,Ni), ti

FORALL jt = j’, min(j’+ tj ’−1,Nj), tj
FOR i = it , min( it + ti−1,Ni)

FOR j = jt , min( jt + tj−1,Nj)
FOR k = k’, min(k’+tk’−1,WS)

FOR l = l ’, min(l’+ tl ’−1,WS)
S1

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR
END FOR

END FORALL
END FORALL
<Data move out Code>

END FOR
END FOR

END FOR
END FOR

END FORALL
END FORALL

Figure 3. Example of Multi-level Tiling - Multi-level Tiled Code

the loop nest of tiling loops such that any tiling loop that is below the level in the loop nest is a redundant loop

identified for the array. By doing such hoisting, the data in the local memory array is reused, if possible, across

various computational blocks. Placing data movement code outside redundant loops helps in the selection of

optimal tile sizes (for tiles that are sequentially executed in an outer-level parallel process).

4.3 Tile Size Search Algorithm

The goal of this algorithm is to find optimal sizes for tiles that determine the atomic units of computation

executed in an outer-level parallel process, under the constraint that the active local memory used by the process

does not exceed a given upper limit Mup. The algorithm tries to minimize data movement cost between local

memory and global memory.

The data movement cost is directly affected by the volume of data that is being moved and the number of

occurrences of data movement. The movement is done in parallel by the inner-level processes and there has to

be a synchronization among these processes every time the data is moved. Hence the data movement cost, C, is

modeled as

C = N × ((P×S)+
V ×L

P
)



where N is the number of occurrences of data movement, P is the number of inner-level processes, S is the

synchronization cost per process per occurrence of data movement, V is the volume of data moved each time,

and L is the cost of transferring a data element. There is usually an architecture-dependent constraint on the

minimum number of inner-level processes to be chosen, below which the resources are under-utilized and

overlap of computation and load/store into local memory is very poor. Let this lower limit be Plow and P ≥ Plow.

Consider tiling of a loop nest with maximum depth m. Let the index range of the ith loop in the nest be Ni

and let ti be the optimal tile size to be found for the ith loop in the nest. Let the number of local memory arrays

created in a tile be nl and r j be the optimal position in the loop nest where data movement code of jth local

memory array is placed. Using Algorithm 2, we determine the size of each local memory array created in a tile,

as a function of the tile sizes. Let M1,M2, . . . ,Mnl represent the size of each local memory array. Let V in
j and V out

j

be the upper bounds on the volume of data moved in to and moved out of jth local memory array, respectively,

determined as a function of tile sizes, as explained in Section 3.1.3. Let I denote the set of arrays to which

data is moved in and O denote the set of arrays from which data is moved out. The tile size search algorithm

is phrased as an optimization problem that minimizes the cost of data movement between local memory and

global memory. The constraints ensure that (1) all tile sizes are greater than zero but lesser than or equal to the

corresponding loop index range, (2) total memory required by a tile is within the given upper limit Mup, and (3)

tile sizes are large enough to keep all inner-level processes busy.

The optimization problem is formulated below.

Variables:

t1, t2, . . . , tm

Constraints:

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ti > 0

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ti ≤ Ni

nl

∑
i=1

Mi ≤ Mup

t1 × t2 ×·· ·× tm ≥ P

Objective function:

minimize ∑
k∈I

(
rk

∏
i=1

Ni

ti
× ((P×S)+

V in
k ×L

P
))+

∑
k∈O

(
rk

∏
i=1

Ni

ti
× ((P×S)+

V out
k ×L

P
))

The above optimization problem is a nonlinear constrained optimization problem that can be solved by a

technique such as sequential quadratic programming (SQP). Note that we need to relax the integer constraints

on (t1, t2, . . . , tm) to lie in Rm instead of Zm, solve the optimization problem, then round off the result to the

closest integral vector. A detailed discussion on SQP is presented in [4].



5. Overview of GPU Architecture

GPU architectures are representative of the class of multi-level parallel architectures with explicitly managed

memories. We have used GPUs as the experimental testbed architecture to implement and illustrate the benefits

of our work discussed in Section 3 and Section 4. This section presents a brief overview of the GPU architecture.

The GPU architecture has a set of multiprocessors (MIMD units) and within each multiprocessor has a set

of processor cores executing in a SIMD fashion (referred to as SIMD units in further discussion). Hence the

architecture exhibits a two-level parallelism, namely, parallelism across the multiprocessors (MIMD units) and

parallelism across the various SIMD units within a multiprocessor. The multiprocessors communicate through

an off-chip DRAM memory, which has very high access latency. The SIMD units within a multiprocessor

communicate through a fast local scratchpad memory (referred to as shared memory) that resides in the multi-

processor. Programming GPUs for general-purpose applications is enabled through the Compute Unified Device

Architecture (CUDA) programming model [30]. The CUDA programming model abstracts the multiprocessors

as a grid of virtual processors called thread blocks, and abstracts the SIMD units within a multiprocessor as

a grid of virtual processors called threads. The execution model of a GPU device is such that a grid of thread

blocks is executed by running one or more blocks on each MIMD unit, and each block is split into SIMD groups

of threads called warps. The size of a warp in NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX is 32. Hence the lower limit on the

number of threads used, Plow (as defined in Section 4.3), is fixed at 32 for experiments on NVIDIA GeForce

8800 GTX.

Multi-level tiling, as described in Section 4, is performed at an outer level across the thread blocks mapped

to the MIMD units, and at an inner level across the threads mapped to the SIMD units. In general, given a set of

parallel or space loops for a program, the space loops are tiled and the tiles are allocated/scheduled to execute

on the thread blocks. The parallel iterations within a tile are executed in a SIMD fashion across the threads of

a thread block. Based on the availability of shared memory, the tile executing in a thread block is divided into

sub-tiles that are executed sequentially in a thread block.

In GPUs the number of concurrent thread blocks at any point of time is determined by the amount of shared

memory that is needed by any thread block. If the shared memory required by a thread block is M bytes and

if the total available shared memory in the device is X bytes, then the maximum number of concurrent thread

blocks in the device cannot exceed X
M . The shared memory that is available in a MIMD unit in a NVIDIA

GeForce 8800 GTX is 16 KB and there are 16 MIMD units; hence, the maximum number of concurrent thread

blocks cannot exceed 218

M .

6. Experimental Results

The experiments were conducted on a NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX GPU device. The device has 768 MB of

DRAM and has 16 multiprocessors (MIMD units) at 675 MHz. Each multiprocessor has 8 SIMD units running

at twice the clock frequency of the multiprocessor and has 16 KB of scratchpad memory (referred to as shared

memory in the context of CUDA). The CUDA kernels are compiled using the NVIDIA CUDA Compiler (nvcc)

to generate the device code that is launched from the CPU (host). The CPU is an Intel Core2 Duo processor at

2.13 GHz with 2 MB L2 cache. The GPU device is connected to the CPU through a 16-x PCI Express bus. The

host programs are compiled using the gcc compiler with -O3 optimization flag.



We broadly conducted our experimental study on two kernels, namely Mpeg4 Motion Estimation (ME) kernel

and 1-D Jacobi kernel, the former requiring no synchronization across thread blocks and the later requiring

synchronization across thread blocks. For efficient execution of the kernels, we performed multi-level tiling

on the kernels and effectively managed data in scratchpad memory using our automatic data management

framework.

We first present the experimental results that show the benefits of using scratchpad memory to efficiently

access data for computation. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 illustrate the benefits of efficient data access using scratchpad

memory and also exemplify the high speedup achieved in running the kernel in GPU in contrast to running in

CPU. The speedup of the implementation utilizing scratchpad memory is 8x for Mpeg4 ME kernel and 10x for

Jacobi kernel over that using only GPU DRAM. The speedup over CPU performance is over 100x for Mpeg4

ME kernel and 15x for Jacobi kernel.
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The original and parallel tiled code structure of the Mpeg4 ME kernel are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. For

various problem sizes, we conducted experiments to analyze the performance of the Mpeg4 ME kernel. The



results are shown in Fig. 6. The number of thread blocks was chosen as 32 and the number of threads as 256.

The i and j loops in Fig. 2 are the space loops that are tiled across thread blocks and threads, and k and l loops are

the time loops. The sizes of tiles that distribute computation across thread blocks are set by dividing the problem

size equally (except for boundary) among the thread blocks. The time loops k and l in this kernel iterate over

very small index range (16 in our experiment) and hence the data accessed in the iteration space of the loops do

not occupy much space in the scratchpad memory. The tile search algorithm described in Section 4.3 found tile

sizes of 32, 16, 16 and 16 for i, j, k and l loops to be optimal as these tile sizes lead to lesser data movement cost

by reducing the number of data movements, given the scratchpad memory constraint. From the results shown

in Fig. 6, it is clear that the tile sizes chosen by the algorithm gave better performance than other tile sizes for

various problem sizes.
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For the implementation of Jacobi-1D kernel that has a space loop surrounded by a time loop, we used the

framework discussed in [27] to modify the tiled code to enable concurrent start of execution in all processes,

and performed multi-level tiling over the modified code. We ran experiments on the kernel for various problem

sizes that can completely fit in the total scratchpad memory available in the GPU device and obtained results

that are depicted in Fig. 7. The number of time iterations was chosen as 4096 and time tile size as 32. The

problem size was equally divided (except for boundary) by the number of thread blocks used, to set the size of

space tile executed per thread block. The number of threads used was 64. For problem sizes that completely fit

in the total scratchpad memory available in the device, the number of thread blocks has no constraint. However,

since the kernel requires synchronization across all thread blocks, for very high number of thread blocks, the

computation done by a thread block is too small to hide the synchronization cost incurred. The same behavior

is illustrated by Fig. 7. Performance enhances as the number of thread blocks increases, till a point, and then

decreases when the synchronization cost dominates over the amount of computation done in a thread block.

For larger problem sizes that have to do be tiled to fit in the scratchpad memory, we fixed the number of thread

blocks to be 128, fixed empirically from the experimental results shown in Fig. 7, to allow better concurrency

and incur less synchronization cost. The active scratchpad memory used by a thread block was hence limited

to 211 bytes or 29 words. The number of threads used was fixed at 64. The tile search algorithm described in
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Section 4.3 gave a space tile size of 256 and time tile size of 32 to be optimal for minimizing the data movement

cost between scratchpad memory and global memory. The experiments confirmed the same, as indicated by the

results in Fig. 8 that show the performance of the kernel for various tile sizes for different problem sizes.
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7. Related Work

In this section we discuss prior work that has addressed compiler issues in multi-level parallel architectures and

architectures with explicitly managed scratchpad memories.

Schreiber and Cronquist [38] have proposed an approach to do near-optimal allocation of scratchpad memo-

ries and near-optimal reindexing of array elements in scratchpad memories. Their approach generates separate

storage efficient local arrays for each equivalent class of uniformly generated references. Hence if data accessed

due to two references, belonging to different classes, are overlapping, then two different local arrays would be

created to hold the overlapping accessed data spaces. Anantharaman and Pande [1] perform data partitioning

on arrays into portions to be kept in local memory and global memory. They compute a bounding box for each



equivalent group of uniformly generated references as in the case of [38]. Eisenbeis et al. [12] consider ele-

ments to move to local memory from a view of individual iteration of a loop nest instead of an atomic unit of

computation of the program. Kandemir et al. [25] propose an approach for dynamically managing scratchpad

memories, but they handle only uniformly generated affine references.

The idea of estimation of the number of references to an array in order to predict cache effectiveness has been

discussed by Ferrante et al. [19] and Gallivan et al. [20]. The idea of finding image of the iteration space onto the

array space to optimize global transfers has been discussed in [20]; but only a framework for estimating bounds

for the number of elements accessed was given. Ferrante et al. gave exact values for uniformly generated

references but did not consider multiple references. Also, for non-uniformly generated references, arbitrary

correction factors were given for arriving at lower and upper bounds for the number of distinct references.

Clauss[9] and Pugh [35] have presented more expensive but exact techniques to count the number of distinct

accesses.

There has been a significant amount of research on memory reduction and optimization of data locality

for embedded single-processor-on-chip (SOC) systems. In the case of memory optimizations, Panda et al.,

Balasa et al., and the IMEC group have derived several transformations for improving memory performance

on embedded systems [3, 8, 31, 36, 40]. Their work is a collection of techniques that form a custom memory

management methodology referred to as data transfer and storage exploration (DTSE). There is a large body

of work on estimating the memory requirements of loops [3, 8, 36, 40] (and references therein). Most of these

works assume the given sequential execution order and find the memory requirements. A number of works have

addressed scratchpad memory management [22, 24, 25] (to name a few).

Multi-level tiling approach has been employed in various contexts such as tiling for various levels of memory

hierarchy [2, 6, 13], and tiling for parallelism and locality [37, 5]. Multi-level tiling has become a key technique

for high-performance computation. There has been work on generating efficient multi-level tiled code for

polyhedral iteration spaces that handle tile sizes at compile time [23] and that handle tile sizes as symbolic

parameters [26].

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed approaches to address two main challenges in modern high-performance multi-

level parallel architectures with explicitly managed scratchpad memories, namely, effective data management in

scratchpad memories, and effective mapping of computation in regular programs on to multiple levels of parallel

units on the architecture. We have developed a framework, to address the first problem, that automatically

performs allocation of storage space in scratchpad memory to hold portions of data accessed in a computational

block, determination of access functions of local memory array references, and generation of code for moving

relevant portions of data resident in slow off-chip memory to fast scratchpad memory and vice versa. We have

employed a multi-level tiling strategy, to address the second problem, that effectively handles the impact of

on-chip memory availability on tile sizes at various levels. We have shown the effectiveness of our approach

through experiments on GPUs which are representatives of high performance multi-level parallel architectures

with explicitly managed scratchpad memories.
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